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Don't Be an Individual, Embrace Your Team Instead 
Goalies can get lonely back there.  We tend to feel isolated from our team at 
times.   The hockey team is a culture that doesn't quite understand the stresses 
of goaltending, so we are in danger of turning inward to deal with the pressure. 
 We put ourselves on an island.  We fight our own battles.  While every goalie 
needs the fortitude to stand alone at times, we will never thrive if we don't play for 
the good of the team.  A goalie who is in it for their personal success cannot deal 
with their inevitable failures and shortcomings in a healthy way. 

As a goaltending instructor of all ages, I often ask my students, "What is the best 
part of being goalie?"  Yesterday I heard one of the best answers yet.   

A young girl just beginning her career responded, "When my teammates 
all come to me at the end of the game." Great answer! This can put it all into 
perspective for us.  Why do they do that?  Win or lose every team will gather 
around the goalie and offer up their support.  But why? 

It's an unspoken acknowledgment that the goalie has the hardest job on the 
team.  While every other player gets to be on the attack at points during the 
game, the goalie's only job is to be under attack. And when they're resting, 
skaters are on the bench with their fellow attackers while the goalie stands utterly 
alone.  Silent. Waiting.  Like a night watchmen at wartime waiting for the next 
attack, and hoping to step in front of the proverbial bullet when everything else 
the attackers have tried has failed. Goalies truly are the last line of defense.  The 
goalie is the one who can save the rest of the team from their own mistakes. 
 When the skaters gather around the goalie after a game, it's a symbol that they 
really do know who is the heart and soul of the team. 

And make mistakes the team most certainly will.  Hockey is a game of constant 
mistakes.  A goalie's attitude about these mistakes is crucial. We must decide 
whether we will loathe our teammates for their mistakes or forgive them. 

 While under attack and alone, every goalie must conquer their own weakness. 
 The weakness inside us all wants to blame the individual that made the mistake. 
 We want to blame our teammates for not playing better defense or blame them 
for not scoring more.  We have a great view of the game from the crease and it's 
easy for us to see the mistakes sometimes even before they happen.  So we 
wonder, 'How could they screw up so bad?  How did they not tie up that player's 
stick?  Why would they make that bad pass?'   



Our parents in the stands see it too.  Naturally, they want to protect us and stand 
up for us, so they put the blame on our teammates too.   

This attitude, while natural, is poison that eats away at the entire team.  It 
destroys a goalie's focus and confidence.  It becomes our individual pride that 
takes the weakness within us and places it where the heart and soul of the team 
should be.  When a goalie gives in to this natural line of thinking the entire team 
will suffer the consequences. 

Instead, a goalie needs to accept mistakes as a vital part of the game.  After all, 
the goalie wouldn't have a job if the skaters never goofed up.  The job that every 
goalie signed up for is be there to save the team, not to blame the team. 
 Goalies, we cannot do both. 

Goalies must forgive and indeed forget about each and every mistake our 
teammates make, so that we can keep a clear and focused head during the 
emergencies that occur each game.  We are the emergency responders of 
hockey. 

Think of the attitude of firefighters, police officers, soldiers, EMT's, and the like. 
 They don't show up at an emergency and look to find who is to blame.  They are 
simply there to save people.  To bring safety where there is danger. Their ability 
to perform under pressure is something to be admired.  How do they remember 
their training, stay calm and confident, and handle all that stress in those 
dangerous, volatile, and horrible situations? 

Of course they need to be extraordinarily prepared, but I believe the real answer 
is in their character.   

Why did they choose such a profession in the first place?  Who would want to put 
themselves in those situations day after day?  Not a selfish person.  Not a weak 
person.  But a person who truly wants to help people and is willing to sacrifice 
their safety and comfort for the good of others. Instead of choosing a more 
peaceful existence have chosen to put themselves into the line of fire for the 
good of others.  They feel it's their duty to do the job that most people are not 
capable of doing.  It's this attitude of selflessness that leads a firefighter into a 
burning building, that drives the ambulance to the crash site, that leads a soldier 
into enemy territory.  Selflessness and sacrifice, not glory.   

I know the feeling of playing goal in search of personal glory, like I was trying to 
win games by myself and trying to the hero that gets all the accolades.  I was that 
goalie at times, and I know that I rarely performed to the best of my ability with 
that attitude.  I had a harder time keeping my cool after a goal.  I would focus 
more on my stats and less on keeping the game close enough for my teammates 
to help us win.  Focusing on my stats just set myself up for more failure.  I would 
be harsher on myself and my teammates for our mistakes.  It leads to a 



constant dwelling on the past instead of living in the moment.  I became unable to 
forgive and forget.  I was unable to perform with clear head, playing in fear of 
failure.   

For better or worse, the goalie is the heart and soul of every team.  Don't let the 
poison eat away at you.  Don't put yourself on an island.  Don't turn your 
teammates into your enemies.  The worse your team plays, the better you need 
be at forgiving them.  Then you can be proud to be the heart and soul and true 
team player. 

Parents, here's a reality check.  Most goalie parents will never be able to achieve 
this attitude.  I've had hundreds of conversations where they'll start telling me 
how bad the team is. I'll gently try to get them to stop the blame game and they 
will come back with, "No, they really are that bad.  Little Johnny faced 50 shots 
the other night." Personally, I'm glad to be a goalie, not a goalie parent.  It has to 
be hard.  But parents, isn't that what your kid signed up for?  Would you rather he 
faced just 5 shots?  Do you want them to grow up to face difficult situations with 
selfishness or grace?   

Of course, this is heavy stuff for a youngster to grasp consciously. 
 Subconsciously however, they may begin to develop the attitude of selflessness 
and leadership through forgiveness at the tender age of 10 or so.  The fact that 
your child chose to play goal shows an incredible amount of courage. They have 
a capacity for mental toughness far beyond the average kid. Not many kids 
develop that kind of maturity playing other sports or other positions.  So parents, 
let's not ruin that great opportunity by teaching our kids how to blame others. 
 Encourage a team-first attitude and teach your young goalies how to respect and 
constantly forgive teammates by never-ever discussing the mistakes they make. 
 It simply does not help. 

 
 
Goalies, you may not have wanted the responsibility of being the heart and soul 
of your team when you first put the pads on, but if you're reading this, I think by 
now you've accepted that responsibility.  You are a competitor.  You love to win. 
 You know that although you hate losing, you cannot fear failure.   

Ask yourself, do you want the heart and soul of your team to be team play or 
individual play?  Selfishness or sacrifice?  Strength of character or weakness?  If 
you accidently set your house on fire, would you want the firefighter to show up 
and yell at you or just start putting out the fire and never ask questions?   

If you want to be a leader, want to be the best teammate you can be, 
and you really love being a goalie, then you must already have some 
selflessness inside you.  Start practicing that attitude in your whole life.  Put 



others first.  Help your siblings and parents around the house.  Help out your 
classmates and teachers at school.  Take the blame when it might not be totally 
your fault.  Only then can you really be ready to help your teammates when they 
need you most.  When they make a mistake.  In doing so you will take the nature 
of a servant and humble yourself. You will sacrifice your own glory. Do all of this 
because the best part of being a goalie is being able to help your team in ways 
that no one else can. Then at the end of the game, your teammates can be there 
to lift you up. 

Phillippians 2:5-11 

  


